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The Christie welcomes Christine
Outram and Roger Spencer

How to contact us
and your governor

of

The Christie is delighted to welcome Christine Outram as our
new Chair and Roger Spencer as our new Chief Executive.
Christine has had a long career in the NHS, with over 20 years
at leadership level. She has held a number of top level posts
including Chief Executive of North London SHA and senior
roles at NHS England and at the Department of Health.
Christine said: “I am thrilled to be appointed as Chair of The
Christie. It will be an honour and a privilege to help lead this
hugely impressive and important organisation to achieve its
ambitions for the future.

Freepost RSJU-YKAJ-XRLK
The Christie Membership Office
550 Wilmslow Road
Manchester
M20 4BX
Tel: 0161 446 8616
Email: members@christie.nhs.uk

Roger was appointed Chief Executive in March and had been
Interim Chief Executive at the Trust since December 2013.
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You are a key part of The Christie and
through the Council of Governors
influence how The Christie is run.
Your governors are here to represent
you at the highest level. If you have
any suggestions, views or concerns and
would like to contact your governor
please get in touch with the
membership office:

You can follow The Christie on
Twitter @TheChristieNHS, the
charity on @TheChristie
You can also become a fan on our
charity Facebook page facebook.com/
TheChristiecharity
and if you’re a member of LinkedIn,
why not connect with The Christie
company profile?
Hear from Christie staff, patients,
volunteers and fundraisers via our weekly
Christie blog www.christie.nhs.uk/blog
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“I am a strong advocate of the crucially important role
of specialist hospitals, which bring world class care and
innovation to those who use the service, and drive up
excellence in research and education.”

Roger said: “I’m delighted and honoured to be leading an
organisation as successful and well-respected as The Christie
supported by a dedicated team of staff, members, volunteers,
fundraisers and supporters.
“We have some exciting and ambitious developments
planned for the next few years with the introduction of
the UK’s first high energy proton beam therapy service, the
imminent opening of the new £28.5 million Manchester
Cancer Research Centre, a partnership between The Christie,
The University of Manchester and Cancer Research UK; and
our partnership with the charity Maggie’s to open a centre
on our site offering practical, emotional and social support to
patients and their families.
“All of these initiatives will improve the care and treatment
we can offer our patients and I look forward with anticipation
and commitment to ensuring the Trust continues to achieve
and exceed its goals and aspirations.”

Feature story

Manchester chemotherapy units first
to be awarded Christie Quality Mark
Two chemotherapy units in
Manchester are the first to be
awarded the prestigious Christie
Quality Mark, which reassures
patients they will receive the
highest standards of care
wherever The Christie services are
delivered.

against a range of evidence based
standards. The visit is carried out
by a team of people including
external senior nurses, a senior
Christie nurse, Christie governors
and patients.
Jackie, who was instrumental
in the creation of the Quality
Mark, said: “As our services
are developed, more and more
patients are benefiting from
Christie care closer to home,
whether it is at one of our
chemotherapy outreach clinics at
local health centres, our mobile
chemotherapy unit, or one of our

ro

The Christie Quality Mark has
been developed by the specialist
cancer centre following months
of research into what patients
value about Christie services.
Patients were involved every step
of the way providing feedback on
the five things they expect from
The Christie, wherever they are
treated.

Christie nurses, Oak Road Treatment Centre

of

The Oak Road Treatment Centre
at The Christie in Withington
and the Victoria Unit at Royal
Oldham Hospital in Oldham, were
both presented with plaques
and badges by executive director
of quality and nursing at The
Christie, Jackie Bird.
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Departments wishing to qualify
for The Christie Quality Mark
must take part in an assessment

radiotherapy centres. We want
our patients to know we promise
the standard of care will always
be the very highest – wherever
that care is provided. Not all sites
working towards the Quality Mark
have Christie employed nurses, so
partnership working was key in
developing the standards.
“I feel very proud to present the
first Christie Quality Mark awards
to the chemotherapy staff at
The Christie and Royal Oldham
Hospital. Huge congratulations to
both teams for this achievement.
This award demonstrates their
hard work and dedication to
delivering the best possible
standard of chemotherapy care to
our patients on both a clinical and
personal level.”

As our services are developed,
more and more patients are
benefiting from Christie care closer
to home.
Jackie Bird

The Victoria Unit team, Royal Oldham Hospital
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MAKING THE

HEADLINES
As always the work of our experts has received lots of media attention over the last few months

World Cancer Day

ro

Guardian uses
Dr Fiona
Thistlethwaite
blog

of

BBC Breakfast reported live from The Christie throughout the morning
of World Cancer Day on the 4th February. Dr Andrew Wardley and
Dr Was Mansoor took part in interviews along with patients and
fundraisers.

P

Dr Fiona Thistlethwaite, one of
our consultants, wrote a blog
that appeared on the Guardian
website about her experience
of being a doctor and being
diagnosed with cancer.

Colin Bell visits The Christie

Join the
conversation

Vicky Wilson
Dr Thistlethwaite was my
Mum’s consultant. Mum spoke
very highly of her, thanks for
all you did for her Dr!
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Colin Bell, former Manchester City legend, made
the front page of the Manchester Evening News
when he came to visit Christie patient, Stuart Fyfe.
The visit was organised by one our consultants
Dr Jon Bell, Colin’s son, who had learnt that Stuart
was a huge fan of his dad.

Facebook
Philip Seddon
I was treated at Christie when I was
20 (I am now 45), the job all the
proffs, docs and nurses do there is
fantastic! Without them I would no
longer be here and would not be
looking at my wife and daughter!!!

Angela Stevens
Thank you for looking
after my mum for
the past 8 years. My
boyfriend and I spent
New Year’s Eve on the
ward. I would like to
say a massive thanks
for us being able to
do this together.

Making the Headlines

Proton beam therapy
coming to The Christie
Dr Ed Smith
spoke to North
West Tonight
about the
introduction of
proton beam
therapy at The
Christie and
the difference
it will make to
patients’ lives.
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Cancer treatment
helps Sue Butterworth
complete her bucket list

Hold the front page
Dave Whaley, managing editor of the Oldham
Evening Chronicle, has chronicled his battle
with cancer and his treatment at The Christie
in the pages of his own newspaper after being
diagnosed with a malignant throat tumour.

ro

The inspirational story of Sue
Butterworth was picked up by the
Daily Star and regional press and
radio. Specialists at The Christie
have extended the life of the
former teacher from Chorlton who is able to tick
things off her bucket list. Sue got married in April
and has been to Iceland to witness the Northern
Lights, and has travelled to New Zealand to see her
father and sister. Sue was diagnosed with breast
cancer in February 2013 and later discovered that the
cancer had spread to her liver, brains and bones.

P

Despite her cancer being incurable Sue has remained
positive and still plans to tackle the three highest
mountains in England, Scotland and Wales – and
raise more cash for The Christie charity.

Twitter

Dawn Craddock @
Dawnmarie7676
@TheChristie very
welcome it’s a lovely
place & I have made good
friends with lots of staff
on the trials unit, breast
clinic & radiology xx

Is cancer down
to bad luck?
Sky News asked Christie Professor, Juan Valle,
to discuss a report that claims that getting some
types of cancer can be down to bad luck rather
than lifestyle factors.

Derrick John Evans
Finally home after an amazing day @
thechristie full of ideas of fundraisers
and making people aware it’s the
staff that really make it great...

Debs @DebsBox
How amazing is our NHS we are so lucky
to have it!! Thanks to @TheChristie hospital
Manchester for the amazing care I received!!

Mike Toolan
Had a terrific
night raising £
for @thechristie
at a burns night
@alderleyhotel
with @ledigopr.
even ate haggis.
http://t.co/
n4fieahixj...
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The Christie blog

The Christie blog
There are many people who make up The Christie. From the staff who work here
and the patients we treat, to those who generously and loyally support our work.
All of these people play a huge part in The Christie’s success and will continue to
help influence and shape our future. We hope you enjoy reading them. To read
more please visit the website www.christie.nhs.uk/blog

of

All the staff at The Christie were
amazing. They work so hard, not
just to get you better, but they also
share their knowledge and explain
things and comfort you – to help
you keep going even when you’re
tired or feeling unwell. I would
never go anywhere else, The
Christie is just amazing.

ro

It’s not easy to
go through such
intense treatment,
but all the staff at
The Christie were
amazing.
Posted 24th November 2014

L to R Jenny King, Kerrie Lamb, Julianne Foster,
Laura Hodgkinson, Carla Graineynter

Laura Hodgkinson

P

I discovered I had cancer in a
strange way. My partner Grant
and I were trying for a baby and
were going for IVF. At my first
appointment they asked me to
have a smear test. Unfortunately,
the smear showed that I had
abnormal cells and after having
a biopsy it turned out that I had
cervical cancer.

I asked my friends if they
would help me to raise money
for the hospital that was helping
to save my life, and so we
started fundraising.
Laura Hodgkinson

I was mortified. Not only did I have
cancer but I was told that I could
never carry my own baby. It turned
our lives upside down.
My treatment was at The Christie. I
asked if I could have my eggs saved
for the future so that Grant and I
could consider surrogacy. Karen,
the specialist nurse said I had a
chance to put my treatment back
a while whilst we had a go, but
06

she didn’t want to wait too long
as the tumour would get bigger.
I decided to go ahead with the
cancer treatment and also went
to St Mary’s Hospital, where they
managed to save 10 eggs in total.
I started my treatment at The
Christie on December 16th 2013.
I was told I would need 20 sessions
of radiotherapy, four sessions of
chemotherapy and two sessions of
brachytherapy. The brachytherapy
involved internal radiotherapy,
lasting 19 hours each time. But it
was what I needed to do to get
better.

When I was half way through my
treatment, I asked my friends from
the Hag Fold Morris Dancers –
‘The Besties’ if they would help
me to raise money for the hospital
that was helping to save my life,
and so we started fundraising.
I wanted to give The Christie
something back as they have
helped me carry on with my life.
My partner Grant goes in to The
Atherton Arms – a Joseph Holt
pub – and found out how they
also do fundraising for The Christie.
An amazing 350 people came,
and the venue, Formby Hall in
Atherton, was packed. We raised
£6,342.15 which has been doubled
to £12,684.30 by Joseph Holt.
I’ve now been clear from cancer
for six months. I’m still struggling
with a few things but I’ve been
told it’s still early days and to just
take things easy. I’m the type of
person who is full of get up and go
and I’m delighted that I’m still here
and full of life.

The Christie blog

Until you lose
someone close
you simply can’t
comprehend the
void it leaves.

Nothing was too much
trouble with each and every
person regardless of position,
giving so much to make the
sessions as comfortable as
humanly possible.
David Howson

Posted January 27th 2015
David Howson
Christie Fundraiser

I remember writing the
fundraising page with Hannah,
Sarah’s sister, and trying to decide
on a target, eventually plucking
£10k out of the air, with no real
idea how or if we’d get anywhere
near to it.

ro

For the last 12 months of Sarah’s
life Thursday’s date night turned
into Thursday’s chemo session, a
regimented day of clinics, bloods
and infusions, which could last up
to 12 gruelling hours.

After caring for Sarah at home for
18 months, I was now without
a routine, and hatched a vague
idea of raising some money for
The Christie, in appreciation for
the kindness they had showed
Sarah and I.

However, surprisingly 16 months
later we have achieved £20,499
and we increased our target.

I want to ensure the loss of their
mother at such a young age
doesn’t negatively impact their
future lives. Our fundraising
efforts are helping with this,
giving us all focus and enabling
our family to give something back
to The Christie, who showed such
compassion, care and love to
us all.

The 10th October last year was
an emotional day for all our
family, as we added Sarah’s leaf
onto the Tree of Hope within The
Christie gardens. Until you lose
someone close you simply can’t
comprehend the void it leaves
in your life. Future plans and
hopes are removed overnight,
leaving an emptiness that is
difficult to describe.

P

In a strange way, we both
found our new Thursday routine
calming, placing some order into
our new way of life within The
Christie bubble.

remember the kisses and cuddles
she gave them, the clothes
she dressed them in and the
unconditional love she showed
them.

of

Thursday started off as our date
night, where after work we’d go
out for something to eat while
Sarah’s mother Chris picked up
our three girls from school, fed,
bathed and returned them home
for bed.

Until you are affected by cancer
you can’t begin to appreciate
the support, love and care an
organisation like The Christie
gives to each and every one of
its patients. Nothing was too
much trouble with each and
every person regardless of
position, giving so much to make
the sessions as comfortable as
humanly possible.

Sarah passed away at home
on the 2nd August 2013 after
a 12 month battle with primary
bowel and secondary liver cancer
at the age of just 42.

My concern is for my three
daughters, growing up without
their mother. Will they remember
her and will they think of her on
special occasions like birthdays
and anniversaries. Will they

David’s three daughters with Christie Bear
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Annual highlights

Annual highlights 2014/15
2014/15 saw many proud moments for The Christie and below is just a selection of
some of our achievements and exciting developments that contribute to our aim of
improving outcomes for patients and taking us a step closer to our goal of becoming
one of the top five cancer centres in the world.

Annual Members’
Meeting
Date: Thursday 16th July
Time: 2pm
Place: The Christie Auditorium

• The opening of our £12m Palatine Treatment
Centre which houses our teenage and young
adult services and haematology and transplant
inpatient service. Our young patients are
benefitting greatly from receiving care and
treatment in a dedicated unit which is designed
solely for their age group.

of

To hear our Chief Executive’s review of 2014/15
and to find out more about our proton beam
therapy centre, why not come along to The
Christie Annual Members’ Meeting?

Service development

ro

Refreshments will be available and further
details will be posted on The Christie website
at www.christie.nhs.uk nearer the time.

• The opening of The Christie at Wigan
£5m chemotherapy unit in partnership with
Wrightington, Wigan and Leigh NHS Foundation
Trust and Macmillan Cancer Support which
will allow more than 4,000 treatments to be
delivered closer to patients’ homes.

P

If you’d like to come it would help
us if you could please let us know
by calling 0161 446 8616 or by email
members@christie.nhs.uk

Patient and public
engagement
The Trust has approximately 28,000 public
members supporting the hospital. Each year
we send them two issues of our members’
magazine, Headlines, and an invitation to the
Annual Members’ Meeting.
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• Our mobile chemotherapy unit completed its
first 12 months on the road operating for more
than 1,800 hours, treating over 2,000 patients
and saving patients in excess of 30,000 miles of
travel.
• Our Christie at Oldham satellite site celebrated
its fifth anniversary and treated its 6,000th
radiotherapy patient closer to home.
• A £3.7m upgrade and refurbishment of the
radiotherapy department including installation of
two new linear accelerators and improvements
to the waiting area.
We also have over 300 volunteers supporting
the hospital on a regular basis. All volunteers
are fully integrated, respected and play an active
part in the hospital community and contribute
to improved patient experience.
We continue to grow and develop both
our trust and charity Twitter accounts and
Facebook pages.

Annual highlights

Patient experience
We continue to receive positive feedback
from patients about our service quality and
standards of care:
• In the National Inpatient Survey we scored
almost 9 out of 10 overall and took top marks in
several areas including ‘patients being involved
in decisions about their care and treatment
and patients having confidence and trust in the
nurses treating them’.
• In the patient Friends and Family Test we
consistently recorded scores of around 90% and
higher.

protocols promoting patient privacy, dignity and
respect and also communication regarding the
patient’s plan of care for the dying phase’.
• We launched The Christie Quality Mark in
September 2014 which reassures patients that
no matter where they receive Christie-led care, it
will be of the same quality and standard that we
provide at our main Withington site.

of

• We achieved positive results in the National
Cancer Patient Experience Survey scoring
in the top 20% nationally for 13 questions and
improved performance for 40 questions.

Christie Care Certificate presentation. L to R Chief
Nursing Officer, Jane Cummings, Carol Harrington,
Jackie Bird.

• The Christie Care Certificate was launched in
January 2014 and is the training standard which
meets all of the requirements set out in the
national Care Certificate as well as encompassing
Christie specific criteria. All new health care
support workers will undertake the Christie Care
Certificate and all existing staff will be given
training to ensure their skills are updated to meet
this level.

ro

• We received high praise in the annual Patient
Led Assessments of the Care Environment
(PLACE) which sees patient assessors inspect
the hospital and score it for cleanliness, food,
privacy, dignity and wellbeing and the condition,
appearance and maintenance of the building.
• We scored well in the National Care for
the Dying Report with areas of particular
achievement including ‘access to information
relating to death and dying, clinical provision/

P

Charity

Richard Kershaw MD of Joseph Holt Brewery
cutting the ribbon at the entrance to the Palatine
Treatment Centre

• Our charity has 30,000 supporters who raised
over £13m this year to further develop and
improve care, treatment and services for our
patients.
• Supporters raised £10m towards the £12m cost
of the state of the art Palatine Treatment Centre.

• 2014 marked 100 years’ support for our charity
from the Joseph Holt brewery and the Edward
Holt and Peter Kershaw Charitable Trusts. The
brewery launched its centenary appeal to raise
£300,000 for our new Integrated Procedures Unit.
• The Christie charity ball raised a tremendous
£150,000 for proton beam therapy research.
• We launched our first weekly lottery with a top
prize of £25,000.
• In 2014 approx. 12,500 people did a sporting
event for The Christie and raised a total of £2.6m.
• We received over 182 gifts from supporters in
their wills, raising just under £5m.
• For every £1 donated to our charity, 83p goes
directly to help us deliver the very best care and
treatment for our patients (the national average
is 78p).
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Our developments

Building developments
Roger Spencer talks
about the huge
investment underway
at The Christie

through some of the exciting
changes you will see over the
coming months and years.

Last year, Manchester City
Council approved our strategic
planning framework. This
framework included plans for
the eye-catching Manchester
Cancer Research Centre, a
£28.5m investment opposite
the Wilmslow Road entrance
which is opening this summer.

ro

As part of this aspiration we
have set ourselves a number
of ambitious targets which will
ensure we continue to lead the
development of cancer treatment,
our aim is that by the year 2020
over two thirds of patients
diagnosed with cancer survive for
more than five years.

Manchester Cancer Research Centre

of

“Our 20:20 Vision highlights
our plans and objectives for
the coming years, with the
ultimate aim to be recognised
as one of the world’s top five
comprehensive cancer centres.

The centre is a partnership
between The Christie, the
University of Manchester and
Cancer Research UK and is at the
leading edge of developments in
personalised cancer treatments.
It will attract experts from across
the world, host the very latest
technology and be crucial in
helping us to become a worldleading comprehensive cancer
centre.

P

It’s not just about recruiting
and retaining the best staff
with specialist expertise. It’s also
about enhancing the physical
environment where we work so
that this enriches and supports
every element of our work
from surgery and clinical trials
to treatment and end of life
care, while always delivering
the highest quality care and
treatment with real patient
benefits.

We have been very successful
in attracting huge investment
in new facilities which will
transform the site, allowing us to
plan ahead and keep pace with
advances in research, treatment
and patient demand over the
next 15 years. With so much
in the pipeline, let me talk you
10

The building will accommodate
around 150 university cancer
researchers.
Meanwhile, the Palatine
Treatment Centre has
transformed our Palatine Road
entrance, and visitors now have
an excellent first impression

of The Christie. The £12m
centre, mainly funded by charity
donations, treats teenage and
young adult cancer sufferers,
and haematology and transplant
inpatients, and opened its doors
last June. Our young patients are
benefitting greatly from receiving
care and treatment in a dedicated
unit which is designed solely for
their age group.
Looking further ahead, The
Christie has been chosen as just
one of two sites in the UK to
host a high energy proton beam
therapy service – the first of their
kind in the country. The proposed
new building on Oak Road
will house our proton beam
therapy treatment centre
and also accommodate new
outpatient and inpatient ward
facilities.
This proton beam therapy centre
will contain waiting areas,
consulting rooms, anaesthetics
and imaging rooms, equipment
and treatment rooms and staff
and office areas. It has been
designed to also provide an
appropriate environment for the
many children who will be visiting
or being treated at the centre.

Our developments

Proton beam therapy centre

The £125m centre will offer
cutting-edge radiotherapy and
will have the capacity to treat up
to 750 people a year.

The £6m centre is being designed
by world-renowned architects
Foster & Partners, owned by Lord
Norman Foster, who was raised
in Manchester.

There are 17 Maggie’s
centres across the UK, online
and abroad, and all the built
centres are notable for unusual
and very progressive designs.
Roger Spencer

ro

The therapy uses high-energy
beams to very accurately target
cancer cells, increasing success
rates and reducing side effects.
Fittingly the proton was named
by Ernest Rutherford, when he
split the atom at the University
of Manchester almost a century
ago in 1917.

The Maggie’s centre at The
Christie is the first of its kind
in the North West and
construction began in April this
year. The centre is expected to
open in 2016.
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We have also formed a
partnership with cancer charity
Maggie’s to create a new centre
offering practical, emotional and
social support for patients and
their families.

Palatine Treatment Centre

of

The £125m centre will offer cuttingedge radiotherapy and will have the
capacity to treat up to 750 people a year.

Finally, plans are underway for
a new Integrated Procedures
Unit which will bring together
a number of services including
interventional radiology, the
pain service, plastic surgery,
endoscopy, day case surgery and
tissue sample collection.
Patients who currently use these
services have to visit numerous
different locations within the
hospital and will in future benefit
from reduced waiting times,
faster treatments, improved
dignity and a better overall
patient experience.
This is a purpose-built facility
which will be above the Oak
Road entrance and building
work is due to start this summer.
I hope this gives you a good
overview of what is on the
horizon for the Trust. This is a
very exciting time to be part of
The Christie and an incredibly
significant era in our history.
We will update you on individual
developments as they progress
and you can always visit the
internet for more information.”

The Maggie’s centre

Roger Spencer, Chief Executive
The Christie
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Feature story

Their observations included:
• Most reviewers felt that
lessons learned and what steps
had been taken to improve
were not always clearly stated
• The language used should
be less technical and not use
medical terminology

of

Staff involved in the complaints
process discussed the
observations made by the focus
group and developed actions
which would improve the quality
of our complaint responses. The
actions were approved by the
Patient Experience Committee,
which oversees initiatives relating
to improving the experience of
our patients and families.

ro

Patient user
experience

Involvement in
improving complaint
responses – focus group

P

Last year we
developed a ‘patient
experience databank’
offering members
the opportunity to
sign up to take part in
engagement activities.
People on the databank are now
regularly invited to take part in
patient experience focus groups
to give us first hand feedback
about our existing services and
input into the ways in which
we may wish to develop our
services in the future. Focus
group topics discussed so far
include; our website and patient
entertainment system, equality
and diversity, clinical trials, and
complaints responses.
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Making a complaint is never easy
and it is important that we have
an effective and sympathetic
process for dealing with
complaints. Those who complain
should feel that they have been
listened to and that learning has
taken place.
The patient experience focus
group was asked to review a few
randomly selected complaint
responses and provide an
independent and honest opinion
on the quality of the response.
The members of the focus group
completed a pro-forma with
prompts for each response they
reviewed.

The actions were:
• To ensure that learning from
complaints is clear, an action
plan for delivering the agreed
outcomes would be attached
to the complaint response;
• A list of complainant “likes and
dislikes” in terms of complaint
responses would be produced
to assist those writing response
letters;
• Feedback and learning points
from the focus group would
be included in complaints
training;
• The focus group would be
asked to review responses in
a year’s time.
To become part of the databank
and be invited to take part in our
focus groups please complete and
return the form on the back page
of this magazine.
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Charity update

(L-R) Sue Gordon,
Tricia Penrose

P
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Tricia Penrose and her
mum launch The Christie
NEW
charity weekly lottery Weekly
Former Heartbeat actress
Tricia Penrose and her mum
have launched The Christie
charity weekly lottery.

The Christie holds a special place
in both Tricia and her mum, Sue
Gordon’s heart, after Sue was
diagnosed with inoperable lung
cancer and began treatment
here. Almost five years on and
after taking chemotherapy drug
pemetrexed, Sue has astonished
doctors by responding so well.

Tricia said: “Without The Christie
and the amazing care they offered
my mum she wouldn’t be here
today. The money raised through

the lottery will help fund research
that will make sure other mums
and daughters get to spend
precious extra time together.”

L ttery

The Christie charity weekly lottery
is a great new way to help cancer
patients in the North West. Every
£1 line played helps fund The
Christie’sNEW
life-changing work –
and gives players the chance to
win cash prizes up to £25,000.

Weekly
L ttery

By supporting this wonderful
charity you can help get us
For more info and to sign up,
another step closer to fighting
please visit www.christies.org/
this disease.
Sue Gordon
lottery
Sue, aged 61 years old, said:
“I’ll be celebrating five years of
being cancer free this July thanks
to The Christie. By supporting
this wonderful charity you can
help get us another step closer
to fighting this disease.”

NEW

Weekly
L ttery
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Charity update

2015 Calendar of Events
Great Manchester Cycle

4th July

Great Manchester Swim

12th July

Manchester to Blackpool Bike Ride

2nd August

Ride London 100

13th September

Great North Run

13th September

Manchester 100 Bike Ride

19th September

Walk of Hope

24th October

Night of Neon

ro

Over 1,500 fundraisers ran
for The Christie

P

Over 1,500 Christie runners
took part in the Morrison’s
Great Manchester Run on
Sunday 10th May to raise
an estimated £300,000 for
cancer patients.
These funds will be used to help
cancer patients across the North
West receive the best possible
care and treatment, and allow
us to continue to make cancer
research breakthroughs and
invest in the best technology
and equipment available.

Lisa Wylie, Christie Governor for Bolton
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It’s easy to raise money to fight
cancer. You just need to put the
kettle on!
Whether you like builders or herbal
tea, latte or flat white, hot chocolate
or mochaccino, every cup will make
a difference to our patients.
You can:
• Organise a coffee morning
• Have a Cuppa with your
colleagues in the office and why
not hold your own workplace
bake off competition too!
• Enjoy a brew and a slice of cake
at home with your family
• Sip a cappuccino in a local cafe
with friends
• Get sponsored to give up your
favourite brew for a month
It’s your Cuppa. It’s your choice!
For more information go to
www.christies.org/cuppa
or call 0161 446 3988
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29th June

 uppa for
C
The Christie

The Christie had amazing celebrity
support with BBC Breakfast
TV presenter Bill Turnbull, Real

Housewives of Cheshire stars
Lauren Smith and Leanne Brown,
Shameless actor Ciaran Griffiths,
former Heartbeat actress Tricia
Penrose and actor Gary Damer
all running for the charity.
Big businesses were also keen to
get involved with Country Attire,
Premier Textiles Ltd, JD Williams
and the PA Network all putting
teams forward for The Christie.
We’d also like to say a big thank
you to Christie governor, Lisa Wylie
who ran for us this year and to all
of the governors and volunteers
who came on the day to help at
the charity village, on the cheering
bus and at the finish line.

Charity update

Carl Sharpe’s fundraising story

Cancer survivor Carl Sharpe, from
Wigan, along with his dedicated
fundraising group, The Christie
Champions, has raised over
£500,000 for The Christie, as a
thank you to the specialist cancer
centre for saving his life.

(L-R) Carl Sharpe, Heather Robertson, Carl’s wife Pat

ro

Carl, 60, from Hindley in Wigan
was treated at The Christie in
early 1998 for an advanced form
of Hodgkin’s Lymphoma (Stage
4). He underwent courses of
intensive chemotherapy and after
responding well to treatment, was
given the ‘all clear’ by the end of
that year.

of

Cancer survivor reaches
half a million fundraising
target for the hospital
that saved his life

It’s wonderful to reach
the half million mark knowing
this money will go towards
developing services and
improving outcomes for cancer
patients. I can’t give enough
back, which is why I continue
to raise money for such a
vital cause.
Carl Sharpe

P

Carl, who is also Christie Governor
for Wigan, founded the fundraising
group The Christie Champions in
2000. To date the group has
organised local community
events; discos, coffee mornings,
bingo nights as well as carrying
out regular bucket collections
to reach their half a million pound
total.

Spotlight on…
The Integrated
Procedures Unit

Spotlight Events celebrate
the enormous impact our
charity’s supporters have
on cancer patients lives
every day.

The events are open to anyone
who has supported or has an
interest in The Christie and focus
on different areas of treatment,
research or development, which
have only been made possible
thanks to charitable donations.
The last Spotlight Event was on
the Integrated Procedures Unit
(IPU) with guest speaker, Steve
Hill, Procedure team manager
at The Christie. Steve talked

Heather Robertson, community
fundraising co-ordinator at The
Christie charity, said: “We are
enormously grateful to Carl
and The Christie Champions
for their fundraising over the
years. It has funded vital cancer
research, medical equipment
and contributed to new
developments.”
about how the IPU will transform
day-case treatment for patients
coming to The Christie and how
fundraising support will help make
it a reality.
For more information or to book
for a future event, please visit
www.christies.org/spotlightevents
or call 0161 446 3988.
Thanks to all our members who
attended this event.
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The Christie patient experience databank – registration form
We are compiling a databank of individuals who are interested in giving their feedback about their
experience at The Christie. If you would like to join this databank please complete and return the
form below.
We will make every effort to match people to suitable projects, so this means we cannot guarantee
when we will contact you to ask for your support. We will review the database every year. However,
if you feel unable to continue to take part, or no longer wish to be a ‘member’, you can ask for your
name to be removed at any time.
Name:..................................................................................................................................................
Address:..............................................................................................................................................
Telephone: Daytime ..................................................

Evening ........................................................

Email: (If applicable) ............................................................................................................................
Date of birth: ............................................................

Sex: Male  Female 

Daytime 

of

What times are usually available? (tick all that apply)
Evenings 

Weekends 

Do you have any special needs (for example difficulties with access, illness, hearing or sight)
Yes  (please give details below) No 

.............................................................................................................................................................
Patient
Ex-patient

ro

What is your involvement with the Christie? (Tick as many as apply)



Partner or relative of patient



Volunteer



Other

 Please specify............................................................................

P

What would you be interested in? (Tick as many as apply)

Getting involved in committees (i.e. attending for monthly meetings)



Getting involved in projects (a number of meetings over a short time)



Taking part in our patient experience focus groups



Talking about your experiences with students and staff



To which of these ethnic groups do you belong? (please tick)
White British

White & Black African

Asian/British – Pakistani

Black/British – Caribbean

White Irish

White & Asian

Asian/British – Bangladeshi

Black/British – African

Other White
Background

Other Mixed Background

Asian/British – Chinese

Black/British – Other

White & Black
Caribbean

Asian/British – Indian

Asian/British – Other

Other Ethnic Group

Please return this form to:
Freepost RSJU-YKAJ-XRLK, The Christie Membership Office, Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 4BX
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